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This Study Guide is targeted at IT professionals who are working towards the OCE certification: Oracle Certified Expert, Oracle Database 11g Release 2 SQL Tuning. The book provides information covering all of the exam topics for the Oracle certification exam: "1Z0-117: Oracle Database 11g Release 2: SQL Tuning". The books in the Oracle Certification Prep series are built in lockstep with the test topics provided by Oracle Education’s certification program. Each book is intended to provide the information that will be tested in a clean and concise format. The guides introduce the subject you’ll be tested on, follow that with the information you’ll need to know for it, and then move on to the next topic. They contain no drills or unrealistic self-tests to bump the page count without adding value. The series is intended to provide a concentrated source of exam information that is compact enough to be read through multiple times. This series is ideal for experienced Oracle professionals that are familiar with the topic being tested, but want a means to rapidly reinforce their existing skills and bridge any gaps in their knowledge. It is also an excellent option as a second source of information for candidates pursuing certification.
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### Customer Reviews

Hi, I have over 50 different DBA certifications from Oracle, IBM, Microsoft, Teradata, Sybase, and
MySQL. My primary role is an Oracle DBA. I took the exam for 1z1-117 in Beta format. I failed by a long shot. I did not study as hard as I needed to. On the other hand, there was not any good books to use. I recently discovered this book and have ordered it. I have been studying it page by page. The book has a lot of really useful information towards the 1z0-117 exam and also towards every day performance tasks for the Oracle DBA. I feel much more confident preparing to take the exam again. Thanks Roger

Absolutely Terrible - Total Waste of Time
Has nothing that cannot be found in the most basic google search. Please, very please, please remove it from circulation, its insulting, it doesn't even have anything related to test 1Z0-117.

The book itself cannot be used to be prepared to successfully pass 1z0-117. No practice examples, very few info how to read executions plans for parallel queries, how to identify partition pruning, wise-joins, driving, driven tables. No words about bloom filtering (yes, the questions about it do occur in test). I wouldn't recommend to waste time to read it. Just use VLDB and Partiton Guide and SQL Tuning Workshop (aka D52163GC20)

there are problems with the kindle format that keeps messing up tables and text. the material compilation quality will be tested on the corresponding exam.
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